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Today’s Agenda

Property Coverage Review
Perils, Limits, Deductibles, Valuation, Extensions, 

Fine Arts, Equipment Breakdown, Malicious Attack

Risk Management and Property Maintenance

Property Claims Case Study
Discussion of Property Claim
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Property Coverage Review



Property Insurance: The Basics

Covers buildings, contents, and other 

types of property against damage caused 

by certain perils including:

Fire and Lightning

Windstorm and Hail

Vandalism and Malicious Mischief

Water Damage (limited) 

Sudden and Accidental Explosion and 

Smoke Damage

Building Damage by Burglars
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Equipment 

BreakdownExclusions

Property Limits Deductibles

Property Coverage Components
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Extensions 

of Coverage Fine Arts

Malicious

Attack



Property Valuation

Replacement Cost is the cost of repairing 

or replacing damaged property with new 

material of similar kind and quality

Building appraisal estimates completed 

by CIC every 7 – 10 years free of charge

Pipe organs and stained glass are included

Inflation Guard Adjustment — applied 

annually

Contents valuation — determined by

the church
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Fine Arts Coverage

CIC provides $1,000,000 of 

unscheduled fine arts coverage

Fine Arts include but are not limited to 

paintings, icons, sculpture, wood 

carvings, tapestry, liturgical garments, 

gold, silver, and bronze

Fine Arts Appraisals — obtained by 

the church

Scheduling of Fine Arts — as requested
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Equipment Breakdown Coverage

Plugs coverage gaps left by conventional 

Property Insurance including:

Accidental explosion, mechanical 

breakdown, and electrical injury to 

heating, ventilation, electrical, and 

electronic objects 

This covers everything from steam boilers 

to telecommunications equipment
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Malicious Attack Definition

Involves the use of a vehicle, explosive 

device, or any hand-held weapon intended 

to harm another person or group of persons

Is carried out or attempted by any person or 

group of persons acting alone or on behalf 

of or in connection with any organization

Results in bodily injury of any person, or 

physical loss of or damage to or 

destruction of, tangible property

AP Photo/Stephen B. Morton, June 2015
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Malicious Attack Coverage

National Program automatically included in the package policy

$250,000

• Crisis Management and 

Public Relations

• Counseling

• Additional Security expenses

$10,000,000 per occurrence /

$10,000,000 annual aggregate

• Physical Loss

• Physical Damage

• Business Interruption
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Risk Management and Property Maintenance



Risk Management Services
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Proactive approach to 

making churches a 

safer place to worship 

by focusing on 

inexpensive changes 

that improve safety.

Current program

via Praesidum.
Provides systems 

inspections and 

surge protection.

CIC — Episcopal Safety 

Program (ESP)

Safeguarding

God’s Children Travelers Steam Boiler



Risk Management and Property Maintenance

Roofs and Structural Integrity

Fire Prevention

Kitchen Safety

Classroom and Playground Safety

Seasonal Checklists / Disaster Preparation
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Property Claims / Case Study



Property Claims

Our goal is to get you back to pre-loss 

condition as quickly and efficiently 

as possible

In the event of a serious claim, an 

advance payment is often made

Expenses for continuing normal 

operations at another site are typically 

immediately available

Claims under $10,000 are fast-tracked 

and usually closed within 30 days
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Property Claims — Case Study 
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Emmanuel Episcopal Church 

Brooklyn, NY

Investigation and Evaluation
• Experts

• Onsite work

Evaluation
• Experts

• Buildings and contents

Legal
• Subrogation attorney

• Large loss

• Fire caused by the 

negligence of a plumber



Reflections, Questions, and Discussion
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Important Disclosure

“Church Insurance Companies” refers to The Church Insurance Company, The Church Insurance Company of Vermont, and The 

Church Insurance Agency Corporation. The Church Insurance Companies provide property and casualty insurance and reinsurance 

coverage and other related services for various property and casualty risks for the Episcopal Church and its provinces, dioceses, 

parishes, missions, agencies, institutions, and other entities.

Property and casualty insurance products are underwritten by The Church Insurance Company, NAIC No. 10669, a New York 

domiciliary with its home office located at 19 East 34th Street, New York, NY 10016, The Church Insurance Company of Vermont, a 

Vermont domiciliary with its home office located at 210 South Street, Bennington, VT 05201, and by other companies (not affiliated 

with the Church Pension Group “CPG”), for which The Church Insurance Agency Corporation, itself a member of CPG, acts as an 

insurance agent or broker.

Coverage options and exclusions, and policy availability may vary by state and geographical area. The Church Insurance Companies

are not licensed in all states. Information and descriptions of policies and services are provided solely for general informational 

purposes and are not intended to be complete descriptions, and do not create a contract or an offer of coverage. For complete details 

of coverage, including exclusions, limitations and restrictions, the actual policy or certificate should be consulted.

Information provided herein is not intended to constitute an offer to sell, nor is it a solicitation for, any product or service offered by the 

Church Insurance Companies or other unaffiliated insurers. Neither CPG nor the Church Insurance Companies guarantees the 

performance of the legal and contractual obligations of any unaffiliated insurer.
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